
15134: "still locked up in our small dutch village due to the coronavirus pandemic

and inhaling relatively good air beside when building a new shed for my mosaic tag

production mixing some cement for setting the wooden pillars and painting them and

beside this experiencing a rather limited traffic only quite intense on the other

side of the railroad mostly when going to the hardware store always bringing a kid

along"

14152: "getting ideas now with my little kid silvester being born and spending

some nights and early mornings helping her creating some mental associations with

babies and breastfeeding but also spending quite some time outside with livia

getting ideas out in the nature around our dutch town and to the zoo"

14153:  "still  getting  quite  some  ideas  with  my  children  also  making  it  to

amsterdam  and  later  alone  traveling  to  meet  a  film  director  in  hamburg  and

spending quite some intense days crossing the entire city and getting more ideas

before returning to the usual life prior christmas"

10153:  "still  young  folk  met  in  the  mountains  eating  homemade  pizza  at  my

neighbours and also meeting a greek girl renting a room in our venice apartment

before getting back to the netherlands and meeting two street musicians from

venezuela singing italian songs and later getting to know luca from italy at the

3d printer shop in utrecht where he helped me realize a model of my virtual

cathedral and introduced me to a dutch client and a young assistant"

03137: "still singing songs to the kids also with august with us over the carnival

vacation and with him going to the carnival festivity listening to a lot of songs

being played there and then beside the usual songs sung by and to livia also

listening to the redundant baby walker melodies of silvester now able to seat in

it and then also singing songs at little sarah's birthday which was our last

occasion  with  other  people  right  as  the  pandemic  broke  out  also  in  the

netherlands"

12206: "with the coronavirus pandemic moving more to south america now recording

many casualties due to violence in the african continent but then finding that the

reuters news side where i look for casualties is now only showing a limited amount

of headlines per page making hard to go through and search for non mainstream

news"

06185: "at times in the evenings taking a short but fast bike ride up the dike and

then even doing some weight lifting in preparation of all the physical work i will

have to do this summer in the alps and also taking slow bike rides with little

silvester seating in the cart and beside doing quite some work recovering some old

planks from a container and bringing them home to our garden but also making love

with myrthe after quite some time" 

04136: "a period feeling happy at times but also moody yet suddenly reading about



the reopening of the italian borders and planning to finally go there for the

summer  with  the  whole  family  getting  quite  exhausted  of  the  many  uncertain

elements of the trip like borders control with other countries and the internet

connection to guarantee myrthe's work"

08127: "fable inspired by an actual sandpiper observed skimming in a dutch lake

and writing about his acrobatics before getting vicious out of all his spectators

laziness  revolving  all  the  fable  around  their  fat  used  at  last  for  plastic

surgery"

11229: "picking trash taking august several times to amsterdam as his flight got

canceled due to the bad weather and finding seldom some good weather to pick trash

in general beside one day spent in rotterdam walking with the city already on its

way to get locked up due to the coronavirus outbreak yet finding quite cool and

original graphics there"

12230:  "confined  to  our  small  dutch  city  throughout  the  coronavirus  lockdown

unable to go anywhere else yet finding a very good weather for picking trash on

the sidewalks but in general trying to stay away from the city center due to the

pandemic and finding anyway not so much trash with streets getting disinfected and

at last going to utrecht with myrthe and the kids as the pandemic restrictions

easied"

07205: "again very little time spent in the attic with myrthe now taking it over

during the day due to the coronavirus lockdown forcing her to work from home and

mostly spending the dark hours there also adding a panel on the only window to

protect  us  from  the  strong  sun  and  having  little  light  to  paint  but  anyway

managing to complete one painting feeling rather bored during the weekend with

both kids and myrthe asleep"

09134: "intensively recording my thoughts with good weather to be outside always

roaming around with my kids also going to utrecht for the first time after the

lockdown walking on the empty roads and recording also there now also gaining some

hopes of resuming my work in italy but also feeling rather distressed about all

the new changes ahead"

10154: "people met at first in holland like a young souther italian selling pizza

in amsterdam and a another southern italian met on the plane who got really

fascinated about my project and in venice meeting the turkish student i kept in my

apartment for free and then in the mountains in italy meeting some locals like a

christian couple helping migrants and also meeting a migrant helping him out with

money"

01197: "a very sunny and warm month spent almost entirely with my kids taking care

of them cook and playing and taking walks often going beaches by the river and

beside taking good care of my project and doing small home improvements like



finishing the shed in the garden where to one day build my mosaic tags and also

removing the ivy so much bothering my neighbours in the end getting ready to

travel to italy with the easing of the lockdown there"

17115: "still observing clouds taking walks in the mountains especially during a

long  walk  with  myrthe  spending  also  the  night  out  and  observing  the  cloud

formations  especially  towards  the  afternoon  over  the  alps  seeing  both  animal

creatures and humans"


